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How Google Tests SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2012

	 


	Software development is hard. Testing that software is hard, too. And when you talk about development and testing at the scale of the entire web, you are talking about Google. If you are interested in how one of the biggest names in the Internet handles such large-scale testing, then you have found the right...
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Advanced Breast Cancer:: A Guide to Living with Metastatic Disease, 2nd Edition (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 1998

	
		An estimated two million Americans alive today have been diagnosed with breast cancer. Each one of them lives with the fear of recurrence, and for good reason: for at least a third of women diagnosed with breast cancer, the disease will eventually spread. When this happens most people assume it means an immediate death sentence. The...
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Alfresco CMISPackt Publishing, 2014

	Everything you need to know to start coding integrations with a content management server such as Alfresco in a standard way


	About This Book

	
		Understand what is unique about Alfresco's CMIS implementation and put your learning into practice
	
		Talk to content management servers in a...
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VACCINE SCIENCE REVISITED: Are Childhood Immunizations As Safe As Claimed? (The Underground Knowledge Series)Sterling, 2020

	An unbiased, neutral, fact-based investigation that simply allows the science to do the talking on childhood vaccinations. Written by father and son investigative journalism/research team Lance & James Morcan, with a foreword by medical laboratory scientist Elísabet Norris, VACCINE SCIENCE REVISITED is possibly the most...
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How to Be a People Magnet : Finding Friends--and Lovers--and Keeping Them for LifeContemporary Books, 2000
Some folks are human magnets. People smile at them wherever they go. They have faithful friends who would do anything for them. They get invited to all the parties. They have more dates than they can handle. What's their secret? According to bestselling author Leil Lowndes, beloved and popular people know the secret of fearless communicating . . ....
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The Definitive Guide to SugarCRM: Better Business ApplicationsApress, 2009
SugarCRM is a leading open source Customer Relations Management tool and development platform with nearly 5.5 million downloads, nearly 17,000 developers, and lots more users. 

 The Definitive Guide to SugarCRM is the first official SugarCRM book available to developers and users. This definitive book begins by talking about the...
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Network Analysis Using Wireshark CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book will be a massive ally in troubleshooting your network using Wireshark, the world's most popular analyzer. Over 100 practical recipes provide a focus on real-life situations, helping you resolve your own individual issues.


	Overview

	
		Place Wireshark in your network and configure it for...
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Home Networking (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
Millions of computers around the world today are connected by the Internet, so why is it still so hard to hook up a few PCs in you own home? Whether you want to share an Internet connection, install WiFi, or maybe just cut down on the number of printers you own, home networks are supposed to help make your life easier. Instead, most aspiring home...
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Pro Apache Beehive (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2005
If you want exposure to the new open source lightweight SOA-driven Apache Beehive framework project, then pick up Pro Apache Beehive, the first book on this MVC Web framework, which is increasingly gaining interest in the Eclipse community through Eclipse Pollinate. Author Kunal Mittal addresses specific Beehive topics such as page...
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Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can't Stop TalkingCrown, 2012

	At least one-third of the people we know are introverts. They are the ones who prefer listening to speaking, reading to partying; who innovate and create but dislike self-promotion; who favor working on their own over brainstorming in teams. Although they are often labeled "quiet," it is to introverts that we owe many of the great...
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The Science of Hate: How prejudice becomes hate and what we can do to stop itFaber & Faber, 2021

	
		Why do people commit hate crimes? A world-leading criminologist explores the tipping point between prejudice and hate crime, analysing human behaviour across the globe and throughout history in this vital book.

		

		'Utterly brilliant . . . powerful . . . From personal histories to broader social...
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Ham Radio for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
You can be a lifesaver while you make new friends
Find out about ham radio, prepare for your license, and join the fun!     

Hams do cool things like talking to folks around the world and helping with communications during emergencies. If hamming it up sounds like fun, here’s the scoop, including licensing requirements and how to...
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